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QUESTIONS FOR PARSHAT SHEMOT 5777 

by Rabbi Edward Davis 

 

I. From the Text 

 

1. What was Pharaoh’s concern with Bnei Yisrael?  What potential danger did the Jews pose 

to the Egyptians? (1:9,10) 

 

2. Who named Moshe, and what was the meaning of this name? (2:10) 

 

3. What did Moshe name his oldest son, and why? (2:22) 

 

4. What did Hashem tell Moshe to do when He spoke to him at the Burning Bush? (3:10) 

 

5. What were the three signs that Hashem showed Moshe to prove to the people that Hashem 

really did talk to Moshe and to Bnei Yisrael? (4:2-9) 

 

 II.  From Rashi 

 

6. Who were Shifrah and Puah?  And what is the meaning of these names? (1:15) 

 

7. How old was Miriam when she had the prophesy that her parents would give birth to the 

savior of the Jewish people?  And how did she approach her parents about it?  

 

8. Why were Bnei Yisrael deserving to suffer so in Egypt? (2:14) 

 

9. What was Moshe’s punishment for his reluctance to accept Hashem’s mission to go back 

to Egypt? (4:14) 

 

10. Moshe came to Egypt riding the donkey.  What special donkey was it? (4:20) 

 

 III. From the Rabbis 

 

11. How old was Moshe when he went out to identify with his people Bnei Yisrael? (Midrash) 

 

12. What was the symbolism of the Burning Bush? (Midrash) 

 

13.  Why did Moshe send his wife and children back to Midian? (Midrash) 

 

 IV. Haftorah Isaiah 
 

14. What is the difference between “Jacob” and Israel”? 

 

 V. Relationships 

 

a) Moshe – Nadav  

b) Aharon – Gershom 

c) Gershon – Aharon 

d) Yaakov – Elifaz 

e) Miriam – Elazar  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

ANSWERS FOR PARSHAT SHEMOT 5777 

 

 

1. Pharaoh was concerned that the Jewish people had become more numerous and stronger than the 

Egyptians.  His concern was that if there were a war, then maybe the Jewish people would join 

the enemy and fight against the Egyptians and leave the country.  

 

2. The daughter of Pharaoh named the baby Moshe “for I drew him from the water.” 

 

3. Moshe named his oldest son Gershom because he, Moshe, was a stranger in a strange land, 

Midian. 

 

4. Hashem told Moshe to go to Pharaoh and take the Jewish people out of Egypt. 

 

5. The three signs were a) Hashem turned Moshe’s staff into a snake, and back again to a staff; b) 

Hashem turned Moshe’s hand into a leprous state, and then back to normal; c) Hashem turned 

water into blood. 

 

6. Shifrah was Yocheved, and the name meant to make the baby pretty; Puah was Miriam, for she 

would quiet the baby when it cried. 

 

7. Miriam was 6 years old when she told her parents that they were worse than Pharaoh because 

Pharaoh was only harming the boys.  Her parents, by not being together, would determine that 

there would be neither girls nor boys born. 

 

8. When Moshe realized that the matter had become known that he killed an Egyptian, and that 

Jewish people were the ones who told on him, he realized that the Jewish people deserved to 

suffer because they quarreled and told tales about one another. 

 

9. Moshe was punished by the loss of the priesthood. Aharon would become the Kohen Gadol, the 

High Priest, and not Moshe. 

 

10. This same donkey was the one that Avraham rode, and that the Mashiach will ride. 

 

11. 20. 

 

12. The Burning Bush represented Israel which could not be consumed because Hashem does not 

permit His nation to be destroyed. 

 

13. Aharon convinced Moshe to send his wife and children back to Midian, saying “we are distressed 

over the plight of those who are in Egypt; why should you bring your family here?” 

 

14. Jacob symbolizes the Jewish people in times of travail and degradation; Israel depicts a 

flourishing time of Torah development for the Jewish people. 

 

 Relationships: 

a) Uncle Moshe 

b) Uncle Aharon 

c) Uncle Gershon 

d) Uncle Yaakov 

e) Aunt Miriam  

 


